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Th e objective of this paper is to gain a better understanding of the asymptotic non-
linear behavior of supe r-stable implicit linear multistep methods for constant time
steps. Exampl es of the nonlinear effect caused by grid adaptation and super-stable
implic it total vari ation diminishing (TVD) schemes on the overall performance of the
numerical procedure are given. A method to minimize spurious steady-state numerical
solutions is discussed .
K eywords: Sup er-st able , implicit methods, linea r mult istep methods, T VD schemes, tot al va riation
dimin ishing schemes, grid ada pta tion, spurious so lutions
1. INTRODUCTION
Starting in the late seventies the advances in
computer po wer resulted in attempts to use com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) to replace wind
tunnel experiments and use numerics to understand
dynamical systems . The gap between computation
and analysis increased. The nonlinear behavior of
commonly used algorithms in CFD was not well
understood but at the sam e time applied CFD
increased the intensity of using these algorithms to
solve more complex practical problems where the
flow physics and configurations under consider-
ati on were not understood, and were either too
costly for or not amenable to laboratory experi-
ments, CFD was and remains in a stage where
computation is ahead of analysis.
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In a series of papers by Vee (1991), Vee et al.
(1991), Vee & Sweby (1991, 1994, 1995), Sweby &
Vee (1991 , 1994), Lafon & Vee (1991 , 1992), and
Griffiths et al. (1992 a,b) some of the steps to help
reduce the gap between computation and analy-
sis were carried out. In order to have a ba sic
understanding of the dynamical behavior of nu-
merical methods for constant time steps, we take
continuum models with known explici t solutions
discretize th em according to various sta nd ard
numerical methods commonly used in CFD,
and a pply techniques from discrete dynamics to
ana lyze the beh av ior of the resulting systems,
Consequently, some of the schemes used for
illustrat ion might obviously not be suitable for that
particular nonlinear model or spurious dynamics
could be avoided easily under that environment.
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Our interest here is to compare the nonlinear be-
havior of these schemes. This paper proceeds in a
similar direction, emphasizing the super-stable
properties of some of the implicit linear multistep
methods (LMMs) (Lambert 1973) commonly used
in CFD. For time-accurate computations, the
standard practice in ODE solvers is to use local
error control for the selection of time step. Practi-
cal CFD applications rarely employ this type of
variable time step control due to the lack of effi-
cient and practical theory for highly coupled non-
linear time-dependent PDEs. In addition, there
still remains the question of spurious dynamics
due to spatial discretizations. Moreover, local error
controls similar to that used in ODE solvers that
were designed for accuracy purpose are neither
practical nor appropriate to use in time-marching
to steady-state numerical solutions.
The objectives of this paper are to unify our study
in Vee & Sweby (1994, 1995) for time discretizations
for nonlinear model ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) and to exploit the super-stable properties of
some LMMs applied to model partial differential
equation (POE) problems with grid adaptation.
Note that the ODE study is necessary to isolate the
different properties of time-discretizations without
the influence of spatial discretizations in PDEs.
Section 11 discusses typical properties of this type of
scheme. Particular emphasis will be placed on the
phenomena not observed by Estep and Deici (1991),
lserles (1988), Stuart (1994) and references cited
therein. Section III illustrates the role of initial data
in the permissibility of stabilizing unstable steady
states of the governing equation and the introduc-
tion of stable and unstable spurious numerical chaos
and other asymptotes by implicit LMMs. Here the
type of numerical solutions that are not solutions of
the differential equation (DE) but are solutions of
the discretized equation is often referred to as
spurious numerical solutions. New results on the
super-stable implicit LMMs and total variation di-
minishing (1\'0) schemes for a linear and nonlinear
model convection-diffusion equation with uniform
grid and grid adaptation using the equi-d istribution
principle will be discussed. Section IV discusses how
to use existing tools in bifurcation theory to mini-
mize the chances of converging to the wrong steady
states or asymptotes. This paper is a refinement of
a paper in the proceedings of the Conference on
Numerical Methods for Euler and Navier-Stokes
Equations, Sept. 14-16, 1995, Montreal, Canada.
2. SUPER-STABILITY PROPERTY
Dahlquist et al. (1982) first defined super-stability
in ODE solvers to mean the region of numerical
stability that encloses regions of physical instabi-
lity of the true solution of the ODE. Dieci & Estep
(1991) subsequently gave a broader definition as
one in which an ODE solver does not detect that
the underlying solution is physically unstable.
They observed that super-stability can occur also
when the ODE solver is not super-stable in terms
of Dahlquist et al. They concluded that the key
factor which determines the occurrence of super-
stability is the iterative solution process for the
nonlinear algebraic equations. They indicated that
the iterative solution process has its own dynamics,
which might be in conflict (as for Newton's method)
with the dynamics of the problem. They also in-
dicated that super-stability can arise because of this
fact. Their viewpoint is that the numerical 'scheme
and the methods for solving the nonlinear algebraic
equations should be considered as a unit. Neglect-
ing this latter aspect and basing step size selection
purely on accuracy considerations leads to faulty
analysis. They believe that error control strategies
for stiff initial value problems ought to be redesign-
ed to take into account stability information of the
continuous problem.
In Vee & Sweby (1994, 1995) we exploited the
global asymptotic behavior of some of the super-
stable implicit LMMs for constant step sizes. We
concentrated on four of the typical uncondition-
ally stable implicit LMMs. These are backward
Euler, trapezoidal rule, midpoint implicit, and three-
point backward differentiation (BDF), each with
noniterative (linearized implicit), simple, Newton
and modified Newton iterative procedures for
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3.1. Numerical Methods
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Time Discretizations
Denoting LH as the time step, the time discretiza-
tions considered, written for a nonlinear system of
autonomous ODEs
(3.1)dUIdt = S(U)
Unlike the linear model equations, there is no
equivalent unique nonlinear model equation for hy-
perbolic and parabolic POEs for fluid dynamics. A
numerical method behaving in a certain way for a
particular nonlinear POE might give a different be-
havior for a different nonlinear POE even though
the PDEs are of the same type . This phenomena is
true not only for time-dependent nonlinear POEs,
but also for nonlinear ODEs as well. In addition,
even for simple nonl inear model DEs with known
solutions, depending on the numerical methods, the
discretized counterparts can be extremely complex.
Whenever analytical analysis of the discretized
counterparts is not possible, the associated bifurca-
tion phenomena and asymptotic behavior are ob-
tained numerically using supercomputers. Analysis
here means analysis of the discretized counterparts
by (a) searching for asymptotic solution behavior
without resorting to purely numerical computa-
tions and (b) using arclength continuation types of
methods to trace out the bifurcation diagrams
(Keller 1977). This is the case for most of the illus-
trations throughout this paper. The numerical
computations were performed on the NASA Ames
CM-5. The methods of detecting numerical asymp-
totes and numerical basins of attraction are the
same as in Yee & Sweby (1994, 1995) and Sweby
& Yee (1991).
"exact" basin of attraction and "numerical" basin
of a tt raction to mean the basin of attraction of
the DE and basin of attraction of the underlying
discretized counterpart.
solving the resulting nonlinear algebraic equa-
tions.
We believe that some of the phenomena ob-
served in our study were not observed by Dieci &
Estep (1991) or by Iserles (1988). Based on our
study, we now give a loose definition of an implicit
time discretization as having a super-stability
property if, within the linearized stability limit for
a combination of initial data and time step (fixed)
or starting time step (using standard variable time
step control based on accuracy requirements), the
scheme stabilizes unstable steady states of the gov-
erning equations in addition to having the prop-
erty of Dieci and Estep. The definition includes the
procedures in solving the nonlinear algebraic
equations. This loose definition fits the behavior
that was observed in Yee & Sweby (1994, 1995),
while at the same time it fits the framework of
dynamics of numerics in time-marching approaches
in CFD. This is not a re-definition of Dieci and
Estep, but rather a clarification of their definition
when asymptotic numerical solutions of the govern-
ing equations are desired . In this case, superstable
schemes might have the property of a "numerical
basin of attraction" of the true steady state that is
larger than the underlying "exact basin of attraction".
As can be seen in Yee & Sweby (1994, 1995), the
trapezoidal method is more likely to exhibit this
property than the other three LMMs. The stabiliza-
tion of unstable steady states by LMMs was also
observed by Embid et al. (1984), Salas et al. (1986),
Burton & Sweby (1995) and Poliashenko (1995).
In our previous study we concentrated on the
global asymptotic behavior of iterative implicit
methods on four 2 x 2 systems of nonlinear auto-
nomous ODEs. The bifurcation diagram with nu-
merical basins of attraction shown were rather
complex to explain and the property of super-
stability was not discussed. Here we attempt to
clarify some of the super-stability behavior of im-
plicit LM Ms for nonlinear scalar autonomous
ODEs and present new results for convection-dif-
fusion model PDEs. The basin of attraction of an
asymptote is a set of all initial data asymptotically
approaching that asymptote. We use the term
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are
2 IV"+ 1=V' + 3M S"+1+ 3(V' - V"-I), (3.4)
(3) 3-level Backward Differentiation Formula
(BDF)
where IX < 1. Whether or not the iteration is a con-
traction at the fixed points will influence the sta-
bility of that fixed point, overriding the stability of
the implicit scheme. Away from the fixed points
the influence will be on the basins of attraction. In
other words, "implicit method + simple iteration"
behaves like explicit methods. As can be seen in
Yee & Sweby (1994, 1995) and also the present
study, the numerical results illustrate this limita-
tion in terms of basins of attraction as well. One
advantage of the "implicit method + simple iter-
ation" over non-LMM explicit methods is that
spurious steady states cannot occur. Due to this
fact, results using simple iteration will not be pres-
ented here. See Yee and Sweby (1994) for
examples.
Newton Iteration for the implicit schemes is of
the form
(3.2)V"+ 1 = V· + !!.tS"+ I,
(I) Implicit Euler Method
(2) Trapezoidal Method
where V~+ 1 = V' and "(v)" ind ica tes the iteration
index. The iteration is continued either until some
tolerance between iterates is achieved or a limiting
number of iterations has been performed. In all of
our computations the toierance "tol" is set as
II V;:.: I - V~v~ \) II :::; tol and the maximum number
of iterations is 15. The major drawback with
simple iteration is that for guaranteed convergence
the iteration must be a contraction, i.e.
(4) Semi-Implicit Predictor-Corrector Method
The semi-implicit predictor method is the same as
(3.2) but with an added predictor step using the
explicit Euler before the implicit step (3.2). The
four methods of solving the resulting nonlinear
algebraic equations are as follows.
Linearization (a noniterative procedure) is achieved
by expanding S'+ I as S' + J(V')(U"+1 - V") where
J(V") is the Jacobian of S.
Simple Iteration is the process where, given a
scheme of the form V"+ I = G(V", V"+ 1), we per-
form the iteration
V· + I G(V' V"+l)(v+ l) = , (v) (3.5)
V" + 1 - V·+I-F'(V" V"+I)-IF(V' U"+I) (3.7){v + I ) - [v] , (v) • Iv) ,
where V~+ I = V'. The differentiation is with re-
spect to the second argument and the scheme has
been written in the form (for two-level schemes)
F(V", V· + I) = O.
Modified Newton Iteration is the same as (3.7)
except it uses a frozen Jacobian F'( U" ,V") . The
same tolerance and maximum number of itera-
tions used for the simple iteration are also used for
the Newton and modified Newton iterations. In
all of the computations, the starting scheme for
the 3-level BDF is the linearized implicit Euler.
We a lso considered two variable time step con-
trol methods. The first one is "implicit Euler +
Newton iteration with local truncation error con-
trol" (Yee & Sweby 1994)
V~+l = V"
x [VII+ 1-U"-!!.t"S(U'+ 1) ](~ (~
II G(V'" V) - G(V',W) II:::; IX IIV - WII , (3.6) v= 1, ... (3.8a)
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with
Mil = O.%t"- I {tol l / II U" - U"- I -.1t"- 1S(U") II}1/2
(3.Sb)
background. These types of TVO schemes are high-
resolution shock-capturing methods without the
spurious oscillations associated with shock and
contact discontinuity computations.
where the (II + l)th step is rejected if II U"-
U"-I_.1tl-IS(U")11 >2tol l. In this case , we set
.1t"- 1 =.1t". The value "tol," is a prescribed toler-
ance and the norm is an infinity norm. The second
one is the popular "ode23" method
3.2. Nonlinear Scalar Autonomous ODE Models
The two scalar first-order autonomous nonlinear
ODEs are
du
.- = all(1 - II)
dt
(3.10)
du
dt = all(1 - lI)(b - II), 0 < b < l. (3.11)
Spatial Discretizations
where the (II + l)th step is rejected if 11.1 U"+ III
> toll max {l,11 U"+ III}. In that case, we set .1t"- 1 =
t1t". Again, "toll" is a prescribed tolerance and the
norms are infinity norms. We also use the straight
Newton method to obtain the numerical solutions
of S( U) = 0, which is the one-step Newton iter-
ation of the implicit Euler method of (3.7).
The fixed points for (3.10) with a> 0 are Ii = 0
(unstable) and u == 1 (stable), and no additional
periodic solutions or asymptotes exist. The basin
of attraction for the stable fixed point u = 1 is the
entire positive half-plane for all values of (/ > O. The
fixed points for (3.11) with a> 0 are Ii = 0 (un-
stable), u = 1 (unstable) and Ii = b (stable) and no
additional higher-order periodic solutions or asymp-
totes exist. The basin of attraction for the stable
fixed point II = b is 0 < Ii < 1 for all a > O. The fixed
points (steady states) u* of (3.1) are when S(U*) = O.
The fixed points of the discretized counterparts are
when U"+ I = U" and the fixed point of period p is
when ur» = U" but tr» #- U" for q < p. These
two ODEs were studied in Vee et al. (l991), and
Vee & Sweby (1992, 1993) for 9 explicit methods.
It is noted that some of the global solution be-
havior of steady states of the nonlinear discretized
equations of (3.1) can be obtained by the pseudo
arclength continuation method devised by Keller
(1977), a standard numerical method for obtaining
bifurcation curves in bifurcation analysis. A major
shortcoming of the pseudo arclength continuation
method is that for problems with complicated bi-
furcation patterns, it cannot provide the complete
bifurcation diagram without known start up solu-
tions for each of the main bifurcation branches
before one can continue the solution along each of
(3.9b)t1t" = O.9t1t"- 1
with
The spatial discretizations considered for time-de-
pendent model PO Es are the standard Harten-Vee
implicit TVD schemes of equation (3.50) of Vee
(1989). We compared the dynamics of all of the five
limiters of (3.50) in Vee (1989) for two convection-
diffusion scalar POEs with and without grid adap-
tations. Since these schemes are well known in
CFD literature, readers are referred to Vee (1989)
or references cited therein for the exact formula and
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these main branch. For spuriorrs asymptotes it is 
usually not easy to focate even just one solutioru 
on each of these branches, 
Selected results in the form sf bifurcation dill- 
pdms and basins of attraction are sho%vrr in 
Figures 1-7 far the first model and Figtires 8 10 for 
the second model, In Figures 1, 3, 5, 7 -  16, the Icft 
diagrams show the bifurcatiar~ diagrams ;ind the 
right diagrams show the bifurcatiota diagrams witlr 
basins of attraction superimposed nrrr the same plot, 
Hawever, Figures 2, 4 and 6 shot$? cmly the biftjrca- 
tion diagranjs with basins of attraction suprizr^l- 
paged orr the same plot. In all of Figures 1 - $0 the 
abscissa Is E" = adt, These figures show 11crw the true 
unst;lhlc steady states ul-zdergo stabilization by the 
studied ixnplicit CMMs. They also show the relatit2n- 
ship of the hil-li~ of stable and unstable sprtrious 
asymptotes (other tlraxr steady statesf as a function of 
initial data and time steps. 
Mote that the i-~rcselectcd regioras of dr and the 
initial data were: determined by examining a .csridc: 
range of Ar and initial data, F ~ I  most cases, raie 
~xamirlcd AP frclm C~CPSG to ~ e r o  UP to OIIG  illio ion. 
MbX~iit is shcrwn in tfiesc figures represents some of 
the Aa a d  irritial data rarages that are most inter- 
esting, Due to this fwt, itac At and initial data 
rarages shown are disererrt frc~rn cmc r32cthtncf ta 
:mot her for the same xiacrdel prc~blem. The streaks 
C-n sor-z~c: of the plots are eitll~r due to the ncjn- 
settling of the saltttinrns within the prescribed 
number car iteratloas or  the existence of small iso- 
lated spuriokis asymptotes* No ftirther attempts 
were made to refinc thcir dctailed behavior since 
otrr purpose was to shotv how, ir? gcncral, the dif- 
ferent nlxrnerical met hods behave if2  thc cc~n tcxt of 
~~onlineztr dynatnics. 
To c2btain a bihrcation diagraxn cijith numerical 
biisir-zs of attraction suporimpc~sed usitlg the C:M-5, 
the preselected domain of initial data aad the 
prosclectcd range of tfik: Ar parameter ;%re divided 
info 5 12 equal ialcrcfnc~lts, For the biftlrcation 
part of thc ecrmputations, the discretized equations 
arc, in general, preiterated 3.61110 steps fc~r each 
ix~itial datual ;tnd At hcforc tkc next 1,600 itera- 
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stabilization of the unstable steady states are simi-
lar, their corresponding basins of attraction are
very different. See Figures 1,5 and 7-10.
The critical value of dt, for the onset of stabiliza-
tion is not very large (left end value of r on II = 1
for (3.1 0) and II = b for (3.11)). It is problem depend-
ent, method dependent and also procedure depend-
ent (the various ways of solving the nonlinear
algebraic equations). In most cases, the value of the
Si, is comparable to or smaller than the equivalent
of the stability limit of standard explicit Runge-
Kutta methods. It is not uncommon for the under-
lying basins of attraction (associated with the stable
steady state Ii = 1 for (3.10) and II = b for (3.11)) to
be larger than the exact basin of attraction for
dt < dt,. Note that the exact basin for (3.10) is
Ii > 0 and for (3.11) is 0 < II < 1.
Among the three procedures, the linearized non-
iterative forms have a higher tendency to stabilize
unstable steady states. See Figures 1,5,7-10. Here
the word "procedure" excludes the simple iteration
method. Among the three LMMs, the trapezoidal
method is the least likely to stabilize unstable
steady states, but the corresponding basins of at-
traction can be very small and more fragmented
than for the other two LMMs. Also, the M, for
stabilization is bigger than for the other two
LMMs. For a particular LMM not all three pro-
cedures for solving the nonlinear algebraic equation
necessarily stabilize the unstable steady states
(see Figs. 5 and 6). But, if they do, the pattern or
the method for the onset of the stabilization does
not have to be the same (see Figs. 1 and 2) but the
value of dt, is the same for all of studied models
and methods.
For the case of the semi-implicit predictor
method, the onset of the stabilization can be ac-
companied by the birth of other spurious asymp-
totes (other than steady state) . See Figure 7 for
r ~ 2. It is fascinating to see how complicated the
basins of attraction are which compose the many
disjoint and fractal like regions. Similar behavior is
also observed for the "implicit Euler + modified
Newton" but less pronounced as the semi-implicit
predictor method. See Figures 2. and 7.
Compared with the other three LMMs, and in-
dependent of the method of solving the nonlinear
algebraic equation, the semi-implicit method ex-
hibits the smallest basin of attraction (compared
with the exact basin of attraction of the stable
steady state) and is more fragmented for dt < Si;
Aside from the efficiency issue, the implication is
that a higher order accuracy scheme might not be
as desirable for the time-marching approach.
Since straight Newton is just a one step "implicit
Euler + Newton", its basins of attraction (for dt
larger than explicit Runge-Kutta) are almost the
same even with more than one step iterations. Stu-
dies indicated that, contrary to popular belief, the
initial data using the straight Newton method may
not have to be close to the exact solution for
convergence. Straight Newton exhibits stable and
unstable spurious asymptotes. Initial data can be
reasonably removed from the asymptotic values
and still be in the basin of attraction. However, the
basins can be fragmented even though the corres-
ponding exact basins of attraction are single closed
domains. The cause of non-convergence may just as
readily be due to the fact that the numerical basins
of attraction are fragmented. If one uses a time step
slightly bigger than the stability limit of standard
explicit methods for the three LMMs, straight
Newton can have similar or better performance. In
fact, using a large dt with the linearized implicit
Euler method or the implicit Euler + Newton pro-
cedure has the same chance of obtaining the correct
steady state as the straight Newton method if the
initial data are not known or arbitrary initial data
is taken.
A consequence of all of the observed behavior is
that the flow pattern can change topology as the
discretized parameter is varied. Thus, even though
LMMs preserve the same number (but not the
same types or stability) of fixed points as the under-
lying DEs, the numerical basins of attraction of
LMMs do not coincide with the exact basins
of attraction of the DEs even for small dt. Some of
the dynamics of the LMMs observed in our study
can be used to explain the root of why one cannot
achieve the theoretical linearized stability limit of
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the typical implicit LMMs in practice when solving
strongly nonlinear DEs (e.g., in CFD).
3.3. Does Error Control Suppress Spuriosity?
The previous sections discussed mainly the spurious
behavior of long time integrations of initial value
problems of nonlinear ODE solvers for constant step
sizes. The use of adaptive step size based on local
error control for implicit methods was studied by
Dieci & Estep (1991). Dieci and Estep concluded that
for superstable LMMs with local step size error con-
trol and depending on the method of solving the
resulting nonlinear algebraic equations, spurious be-
havior can occur. Our study on the two variable step
size control methods discussed in the previous section
indicated that one shortcoming is that the size of t.t
needed to avoid spurious dynamics is impractical (too
small) to use, especially for the ode23 method. Theo-
retical studies on the adaptive explicit Runge-Kutta
method for· long time integration have been gaining
more attention recently. Recent work by Stuart
(1994, 1995), Humphries (1992), Higham and Stuart
(1995) and Aves er al. (1995) showed that local error
control offers benefits for long-term computations
with certain problems and methods. Aves et al. ad-
dressed the heart of the question of whether local
error control confers global properties of steady
states of the IVP of autonomous ODEs using
adaptive Runge-Kutta type methods.
Aves et al.'s work is concerned with long term
behavior and global quantities of general explicit
Runge-Kutta methods with step size control for
autonomous ODEs. They believed that the limit
rIO -> C1J is more relevant than the limit of the vari-
able step sizes II"-> O. They studied spurious fixed
points that persist for arbitrarily small error toler-
ances r. This type of adaptive Runge-Kutta
method usually consists of a primary and second-
ary Runge-Kutta methods of different order. Their
main result is positive. When standard local error
control is used, the chances of encountering
spuriosity is extremely small. For general systems
of ODEs, the constraints imposed by the error
control criterion make spuriosity extremely unlike-
Iy. For scalar problems, however, the mechanism
by which the algorithm succeeds is indirect - spu-
rious fixed points are not removed, but those that
exist are forced by the step size selection mechan-
ism to be locally repelling (with the relevant eigen-
values behaving like O(I/r)).
Griffiths is currently working on the application
to hyperbolic PDEs. Preliminary results (private
communication with David Griffiths (1996))
showed that it is by no means clear at the moment
whether stable spurious solutions may be elimin-
ated. The difference is that, unlike physical prob-
lems governed by nonlinear ODEs, nonlinear
PDEs may have wave-like solutions rather than
fixed points due to the spatial derivatives.
3.4. Convection-Diffusion Model PDEs
Consider a model convection-diffusion equation of
the form
(3.12)
with the linear case, f(u) = u and the nonlinear
case, f(u) = u2/2 (the Burgers equation) respective-
ly. The boundary conditions for the linear case are
u(O, r) =°and u(l,t) = 1 and for the nonlinear case ,
u(O,t) = 1 and u(l,t) = - 1. These boundary condi-
tions result in steady-state solutions of a boundary
layer at x = 1 and a viscous shock at x = 1/2, re-
spectively . In both cases the steepness of the feature
is governed by the diffusion coefficient parameter
E. Besides its steepness feature, one of the main
reasons for considering the linear convection-dif-
fusion equation is to show that grid adaptation
alone and/or nonlinear schemes such as TVD
schemes can introduce unwanted dynamics to the
overall solution procedure. The authors realize
that model (3.12) is not the best model to illustrate
the dynamics of the studied schemes since the
model is not stable under perturbations. However,
it serves to show what type of spurious numerics
would occur under such an environment.
One common criterion used for grid adaptation
is the equidistribution of a positive definite weight
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function w(x ,r), often taken to be some monitor of
the numerical solution u(x,t) of the underlying
POE. A grid Xo < Xl (r) < ... < X J - l (t) < xJ' where
Xo and xJ are fixed, equidistributes w(x,t) (at time
t) if
I
X} IX;.' lIXJ
w(x,t)dx = w(x,t)dx =J w(x,t)dx,(3.13)
Xj _l X j X o
for j = 1, . .. J. A one-parameter family of weight
functions
W(x,t)=.jl-a+au~(x,t), aE[O, 1] (3.14)
can be chosen where a = 1/2 corresponds to equi-
distribution in the arc-length and IX = °yields a
uniform grid. Approximating w(x,t) to be constant
in each interval (xj_l,x) yields
Given a numerical solution of the POE we can
approximate the derivatives by
(3.16)
Equation (3.15) is nonlinear in if {xJ we use (3.16).
However, (3.15) is linear in {xJ if {x) in (3.16)
uses the existing grid. In this case we can solve the
tridiagonal system (3.15) for a new set of {x) to
obtain an updated grid.
Given a set of initial data and an initial grid, the
procedure is to numerically solve the POE and
(3.15) in a time-lagged manner. We use nodal
placement and the 12 norm of the solution to illus-
trate our results. We use the previous time step
value for xj in (3.16) to achieve a linear tridiagonal
system for the updated grid in (3.15). Our prelimi-
nary study shows that the solution procedure of
Ren and Russell (1992), and Budd et al. (1995a) in
solving the coupled POE and (3.15) are less stable
than the present linearized form. See also Neil
(1994) for a similar study and conclusion. The re-
gridding strategy adopted was to regrid after every
time step of the PDE method, either interpolating
updated solution values from the old grid or per-
forming no adjustment at all due to grid move-
ment. This latter approach in effect presents the
POE method with new initial data to the problem
at each step. All of the computations were per-
formed on a CM-5 connection machine at NASA
Ames. Before presenting the current results, we
first give a short summary of our previous work
(Sweby & Vee 1994).
The dynamics of the above one-parameter family
of mesh equidistribution schemes coupled with
three-point central and second-order upwind spatial
discretizations of the above linear and non-linear
convection-diffusion model equations were studied
numerically by Sweby & Vee (1994) using the above
numerical procedure. In a parallel study, Budd et al.
(1995b) made use of the AUTO computer bifurca-
tion package (Doedel 1986) to obtain bifurcation
diagrams for similar grid adaptation methods for the
steady part of the above POEs with a different form
than (3.15). However, the dependence on known sol-
utions of the discretized POEs and grid equations as
starting values limits its usage. In Sweby & Vee
(1994) we utilize the power of the highly parallel
Connection Machine CMoS to undertake a purely
numerical investigation into the dynamics of the
time-marching adaptive procedure. To examine the
effect of grid adaptation alone compared with the
time-dependent approach to the steady states with
regridding, we also solve the regridding equations
(3.1S) and (3.16) iteratively using the analytic solu-
tions of the POE (3.12), starting from a uniform
grid. We used a quadrature based equidistribution
applied to (3.13), namely the trapezium rule with a
large number of subdivisions, to obtain the
"exact" placements of the grid nodes for the ana-
lytical steady-state solution. It was shown that
nonlinearity due to grid adaptation alone can in-
troduce unwanted dynamics. In addition, when
time-marched to the steady state, the grid adapta-
tion not only influences the stability and conver-
gence rate of the overall scheme, but can also in-
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troduce spurious dynamics into the numerical sol-
ution procedure.
Numerical experiments in Sweby & Vee (1994)
indicate that there is no major difference in the
quality of the results with either an odd or an even
number of nodes. We divided a chosen parameter
space (e.g., E) into 512 equal intervals, with the rest
of parameters (C(, fit, init ial data) fixed. For each
chosen parameter value, we iterated the dis-
erotized PDE and the grid function , in general,
4,000 steps (8,000 steps for explicit methods) to
allow the solution to settle to an asymptotic state.
Then we performed a series of time step/regridding
stages, during which we investigated the dynamics
by producing an overlaid plot of the /2 norms of
the numerical solution and the grid distribution at
each step. This resulted in a bifurcation type dia-
gram or the grid displacement diagram as a func-
tion of the physical or discretized parameters. We
also performed numerical studies by preiterating
the discretized PDEs to the steady state before
solving the discretized POE and the grid function
stages. We found in most cases the solution pro-
cess is less stable and more likely to get trapped in
a spurious mode than in the aforementioned pro-
cess. The present study (using different types of
spatial discretizations) confirms this fact as well.
For the present study, the same model PDEs
and time discret izations are studied but the spatial
discretization uses the TVD schemes as stated in
Section II. As in Sweby & Vee (1994), we have
experimented with various expli cit methods, such
as forward Euler, second and fourth order Runge-
Kutta, as well as the linearized implicit (backward)
Euler method . As expected, the stable time step
required for the explicit methods was orders of
magnitude lower than that for the implicit
method, so we concentrated on this latter method
of solution in this paper. For the grid adaptation
study, we also take into consideration the grid
density, even and odd dependence, and whether or
not there is interpolation after . each regridding.
The grid density studies consists of 4,5,6,9,10,
19,20,49 and 50 grid points. Again, there is no
a pparent sign of even or odd grid dependence. The
resolution and stability of TVD schemes are also
grid independent. However, the central difference
scheme experienced instability more often for
coarser grids, and the second-order upwind is
slightly more stable, with better resolution than
the central scheme.
For the TVD schemes, comparison of the dy-
namical behavior of the five limiters of (3.50) of
Vee (1989) was performed. Due to the simplicity of
the PDEs, their dynamical behavior is similar, al-
though there were slight differences in the stability
and resolution.
Selected results comparing the linear and non-
linear problems with and without interpolation
after each regridding using the "minrnod" limiter
are :shown in Figures 11-14. The same spatially
first-order conservative linearized implicit operator
for implicit TVD schemes developed in Vee (1986)
is used here. See Vee (1986) or Section 3.10.2 of Vee
(! 989) for the formula . Here we focus on only a few
of those obtained using CI. = 1/2. All of the initial
values start with a uniform grid and linear interpo-
lation between boundaries. Due to the large num-
ber of the discretized parameters that are involved,
the dependence of the numerics on initial data is
not addressed in this particular study. For each
chosen parameter value, we iterate the discretized
POE and the grid function 6,000-18,000 steps (de-
pending on the methods and the convergence
monitor) to allow the solu- tion to settle to an
asymptotic state. Then, we perform a series of time
step/regridding stages, during which we investigate
the dynamics by producing an overlaid plot of the
/2 norms or grid distributions at each step. This
results in a bifurcation type diagram. Due to a
space limitation, only grid distributions as a func-
tion of the time step or the diffusion coefficient are
shown here . Unless we state otherwise the nodal
position plots show the final 512 nodal positions
for each node overlaid on the same plot.
3.4.1. Uniform Gl'id
For both convection-diffusion problems, the be-
havior of the TVD schemes compared with the
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value of the physical parameter) is assumed. This
starting steady-state numerical solution is as-
sumed to have the proper time step and initial
data combination and to have the grid spacing
fine enough to resolve the flow feature. The con-
tinuation method will produce a continuous spec-
trum of the numerical solutions as the underlying
physical parameter is varied until it arrives at a
critical value Pc such that it either experiences a
bifurcation point or fails to converge. Since we
sta rted on the correct branch of the bifurcation
curve, the solution obtained before that Pc should
be more reliable than if one starts with the physi-
cal parameter in question and tries to stretch the
limitation of the scheme. From the dynamical be-
havior of unconditionally stable implicit LM Ms,
spurious steady states are completely avoided if
this type of schemes is used. Note that by starting
at a reliable solution on the correct branch 'of the
bifurcation curve, the dependence of the numerical
solution on the initial data associated with time-
marching methods can be avoided.
Finally, when one is not sure of the numerical
solution, the continuation method can be used to
double check the numerical solution. This ap-
proach can even reveal the 'true limitations of the
existing scheme. In other words, the approach can
reveal the critical physical parameter for which the
numerical method breaks down. On the other
hand, if one wants to find out the largest possible
time step that one can use for a particular prob-
lem and physical parameter, one can also use con-
tinuation methods to trace out the bifurcation
curve as a function of the time step. In this case,
one can start with a small time step with the cor-
rect steady state and observe the cr itical time step
as it undergoes instability or bifurcation.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have studied some of the super-stable proper-
ties of four LMMs using dynamical system ap-
proaches and the complex interplay of super-stable
schemes with nonlinear spatial schemes (e.g., TVD
schemes) for flows contarmng shock waves and
steep gradients. We have shown the danger of
schemes having the super-stability property in
simulating complex flow patterns that were previ-
ousl y not understood and/or that are too costly for
or not amenable to laboratory experiments.
The present study reveals some of the causes of
phenomena observed in practice and illustrates the
importance of the knowledge of global nonlinear
behavior of numerical schemes. Since standard pro-
cedures such as using physical guidelines, grid re-
finement , halving of the time step, and using more
than one scheme to assure the quality, reliability
and the integrity of the numerical solution for stiff
and strongly nonlinear problems are not foolproof,
the dynamical systems approach can be a viable
complement. Due to the possible stabilization of an
unst able steady state by a super-stable scheme, an
implication is that the numerics might predict,
e.g., an unphysical reattachment flow. Another im-
portant implication is the danger of relying on nu-
merical experimentation for the onset of laminar
instability and for the prediction of transit ion to
turbulence or chaotic flows. This stems from the
fact that numerics can introduce and suppress
chaos; numerics can also introduce chaotic transi-
ents and spurious steady states or can stabilize un-
stable steady states. Examples of spurious behavior
observed in CFD computations are reported in Vee
& Sweby (1996a,b) and Yee et al. (1997).
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